Astral
COLLECTION
An exclusive collection manifested from lucid
dreaming to this universe. Whether you are a
spiritual babe or a growing goddess, our pieces were
designed to personify the woman within you. Every
soul is formed during each individual’s memento, the
energy that was in the exact moment and place you
were born, making you a completely authentic babe.
Monica Varela has created an exquisite collection of
starry jewelry to remind us to always reach for the
stars. Joined forces with Lucia Bunge’s knowledge
and Arla &Vacci’s art to create this booklet and guide
you through this cosmic journey.

HOW IT WORKS
Fascinate the Universe with your alluring soul. Whenever
you wish to have a little reminder of the magic that lives
inside of you, dedicate a moment to yourself and your
stellar Astral piece. Make it an everyday staple piece so
you never stop sparkling stardust.
Based on your zodiac sign, each charm comes with its own
cosmic instructions on how to outshine your brightest
strengths. Discover interesting facts you’ve never heard
of before regarding your sign. Each has an element and a
planet that represents and guides it.
Let yourself be mystically surprised by revealing your
true intricate energy.

FIND YOUR

ZODIAC

ARIES
March 21-April 20

STORY OF FIRE, RAM & MARS
Fire, the element of Aries, is like the energy that lives within your cells,
the fire that burns in the Sun and stars. It is the energy of creation as well
as of destruction. It is enthusiasm, life, and power. Mars, Aries’ regent
planet in mythology is the ancient god of war, aggression, and conflict.
It is guardian of what we believe in and fight for. The Ram, its spiritual
animal, is sexual and flexible, with the capability to climb great heights.
The coalition of Fire, Mars and the Ram form a sexy, hardworking, selfbelieving badass that fights for their passions. The key is to balance the
powerful energy it emanates.

STRENGTHS
Courage
Optimism
Drive
ELEMENT
Fire
BIRTHSTONE
Diamond
METAL
Iron

AFFIRMATIONS
COLOR

I am strong. I am powerful. I act with precision and passion.

HOW TO USE YOUR CHARM

Red
FLOWERS
Sweet Pea

Hold your Aries piece in your hands with love. Focus on your breathing
and feel the fire in your heartbeat. When you realize that you need to act
calmly, reasonably, and amorously hold your piece between your fingers.
This moment gives you power. Repeat your affirmations.

Honeysuckle
SPIRIT ANIMAL
Ram
Sheep

OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH

CITIES

You may work on your patience, temperance, thought before action and
control of impulses.

Verona
Naples
Florence

TAURUS
April 21-May 21

STORY OF EARTH, THE BULL & VENUS
Taurus is an Earth element. It is the fertile, firm soil that nurtures
everything that exists in our planet. Symbolizing physical sensation,
growth, and the manifestation of matter; all that is practical and stable.
Venus, the planet ruling Taurus, is in mythology the Roman goddess of
beauty, arts, pleasure, emotions, love and money. This explains why
Taurus is deeply loving and sensual to those lucky enough to witness and
earn their respect. For they value themselves and their standards highly.
The Bull, Taurus´ spirit animal is strong and stubborn, mindset on getting
its way.

STRENGTHS
Determination
Affection
Patience
ELEMENT
Earth
BIRTHSTONE
Emerald
METAL

AFFIRMATIONS

Copper

I am love. I am compassion. I can adapt, and make the most of what the

COLOR

Universe bestows on me. I can manifest my reality.

Mauve

HOW TO USE YOUR CHARM
With conviction, grasp the Taurus piece between your fingers. With both
feet on the ground, think of grounding, stable, loving energy flowing
through you from the top of your crown to the tips of your toes. Like
the Earth, you are fertile and whatever you chose to birth, flourishes.
Repeat your affirmations.

OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH
You may work on your ability to put yourself in other’s shoes, adapting
to change, understanding, and trusting the Universe when things take an
unexpected turn.

Pale Blue
FLOWERS
Apple Flower
Violet
SPIRIT ANIMAL
Bull
Cattle
CITIES
Dublin
Lucerne
St. Louis

GEMINI
May 22-June 21

STORY OF AIR, THE TWINS & MERCURY

STRENGTHS

Gemini characterized by the Air element represents breath, expansion,
intelligence, and communication. Gemini is ruled by planet Mercury,
the messenger of the gods in Roman mythology; the ruler of travel
and communication. The Twins symbolize Gemini, representing duality,
humanism, versatility, and communication. A central characteristic
of Gemini is the ability to see every aspect composing a situation, to
acknowledge all perspectives, and expand through thought. Geminis are
very adaptable yet sometimes struggle in making-up their minds.

AFFIRMATIONS

Liveliness
Adaptability
Knowledge
ELEMENT
Air
BIRTHSTONE
Citrine
METAL

I am alive and highly receptive to respond to myself and my environment.

Mercury

I envisioned myself and others in a loving manner. I accept that there

COLOR

are feelings within me that I cannot change as I accept my control over

Yellow

the actions that I take.
FLOWERS

HOW TO USE YOUR CHARM
With presence and energy, focus on your Gemini piece, as well as
actual moment. Think of the power that flows and expands within
as well as around you. This is the strength and balance to overcome
accept all situations with mindfulness and without judgments. Let
energy flow through you freely. Repeat your affirmations.

Lily of the Valley

the
you
and
this

Lavender
SPIRIT ANIMAL
Birds
Butterfly

OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH

CITIES

You may work on temperament and the perspective of different points
of view.

London

Versailles
San Francisco

CANCER
June 22-July 22

STORY OF WATER, THE CRAB & MOON
Water is the element of Cancer, and linked in astrology to the realm of
feelings, emotions, and intuitions. Water signs have the warmest of hearts
when you win their trust. The Moon, Earth´s satellite, highly influences
our lives, seasons, and mood. It is both beautiful and mysterious. In
astrology like water, it rules over emotions, intuition, and the arts. The
Crab, Cancer’s symbolic animal, has a hard-outer shell protecting its
inner softness. When danger is detected, it draws into its shell or to the
sea. The combination of Water, the Moon and the Crab make a loving,
caring, flowing, nurturing, sensitive and highly intuitive being.

STRENGTHS
Imagination
Intuition
Loyalty
ELEMENT
Water
BIRTHSTONE
Jade
METAL

AFFIRMATIONS

Silver

I am loyal to myself and trust my emotions. I let myself feel. I am

COLOR

mindful of who I am and the world around me.

Sea Green

HOW TO USE YOUR CHARM
While touching the piece with your fingers, imagine the energy enclosed
in this Cancer adornment. Visualize loving energy flowing like water
through your heart and to every cell in your body. Trust this energy, it
is the energy that flows through everything that exists. This endows you
with power and peace wherever you go. Repeat your affirmations.

OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH
You may work on enhancing your inner power and independence,
detachment, trusting yourself and saying no when it is required for selfpreservation.

Silver
FLOWERS
Acanthus
Larkspur
SPIRIT ANIMAL
Crab
Animal with Shell
CITIES
New York
Amsterdam
Venice

LEO
July 23- August 23

STORY OF FIRE, LION & SUN
Fire is Leo’s element. Like the energy that lives in our cells, and the
fire that burnt in the sun and stars, it is the energy of creation as it can
be of destruction. It is enthusiasm, life, and power. The Sun is Leo’s
regent planet. The center of our solar system; a giver of life, energy, and
heat. Authority and power are traits designated by the sun. Leo natives
shine with the power of the Sun and are highly conscious of their light.
The Lion, Leo’s symbolic animal, is the king, the ruler. A proud, brave,
dominant, and oftentimes impulsive animal. The Sun, Fire and Lion come
together to shape a powerful, determined, and charismatic being, born
to rule and lead.

STRENGTHS
Power
Loyalty
Exhuberant
ELEMENT
Fire
BIRTHSTONE
Ruby
METAL
Gold

AFFIRMATIONS

COLOR

I am alive and powerful. I live with balance and presence. I shall give as

Orange

I will receive.

HOW TO USE YOUR CHARM

Gold
FLOWERS
Sunflower

While holding your piece in your hands, fill your lungs with the flames
of three deep inhalation and exhalations. Connect with your inner fire
and strength. Remember you are courageous and strong. You can do this.
Repeat affirmations.

Marigold

OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH

CITIES

You may work on impulse control, being humble, and detaching from
expectations.

Hollywood

SPIRIT ANIMAL
Lion

Rome
Prague

VIRGO
August 24September 22

STORY OF EARTH, THE VIRGIN & MERCURY
Earth is the element of Virgo. Like the fertile, firm soil that is the
foundation of our planet, and where we all come from. Symbolizing
physical sensation and growth, and the manifestation of matter. All that
is practical, stable, and tangible. Mercury, regent planet of Virgo, was the
messenger of the gods in Roman mythology. The communicator, traveler,
porter of ideas. The Virgin, Virgo’s symbol, represents purity of motive,
honesty, modesty, and abnegation. Joining Earth, Venus, and the Virgin
make Virgos humble, porters of amazing ideas, constantly working to
create a better reality. Considered the hard workers of the zodiac.

AFFIRMATIONS

STRENGTHS
Conscientious
Harworking
Practical
ELEMENT
Earth
BIRTHSTONE
Sapphire
METAL
Mercury
COLOR

I am aware and stable. I let the Universe flow within me and around me.
I trust my emotions. I always do what I understand is best and right.

HOW TO USE YOUR CHARM
Two feet on the ground. Breathe deeply. This piece gives you the
understanding and courage to move forward with conviction. Let yourself
flow towards your heart´s desires. Repeat affirmations.

Blue
Gray
FLOWERS
Pnasy
Morning Glory
SPIRIT ANIMAL
Small House Pets

OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH

Rabbit

You may work on detaching yourself from expectations you create of
others, letting yourself flow with your emotions rather than controlling
them, holding your tongue, and considering other people’s emotions
before speaking.

CITIES
Heidelberg
Boston
Paris

LIBRA
September 23October 22

STORY OF AIR, SCALES & VENUS
Air is the inner life flow palpitating through your whole being, it is
intellect, and communication. The influence of Venus, goddess of beauty,
the arts, pleasure, and emotions. Endows prosperity, love, and fertility.
Venus takes you on a journey enriched with sensuality, beauty, luxuries,
and pleasures that will ultimately turn into the defining traits of your
persona. Scales, Libra’s symbol, represent equilibrium and impartiality.
All in all, Libra is stability, aesthetic sense, art, and ambition. You radiate
a marked admiration for beauty that reflects on your environment.

STRENGTHS
Harmony
Youth
Charm
ELEMENT
Air
BIRTHSTONE
Opal
METAL

AFFIRMATIONS

Copper

I am well-balanced. I let myself give as I receive. I am love and beauty.

COLOR

The universe and I are one.

Blue

HOW TO USE YOUR CHARM

FLOWERS

With the Libra piece a permanent communion with the Universe will
be created. Breathe deeply letting the winds of freedom rule your life.
This is the energy that flows and expands through you. Through this you
acquire balance and power. Repeat affirmations.

Rose

OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH

CITIES

Work on your selflessness, disconnecting from material things, and being
decisive with your feelings and desires.

Charleston

Lavender

Hydrangea

SPIRIT ANIMAL
Snakes
Lizards

Copenhagen
Vienna

SCORPIO
October 23November 21

STORY OF WATER, SCORPION & PLUTO
Where there is water, there is life. As a Water sign, Scorpio is linked
to a realm of emotions and intuitions. Your passionate, perceptive, and
intuitive nature make of you a great artist. Highly sensitive to criticism,
yet when their trust is gained, the warmest of hearts are conquered.
Ruled by Pluto, the god of death and the netherworld, this planet adds a
mysterious fascination to those under its influence. Regenerative forces
within you brings forth a drive to shape a world more receptive to their
wishes. Misunderstood and feared as the Scorpion, your enemies sense
the poison you can emanate when injured or threatened. Considered one
of the most mysterious signs of the zodiac, a ruler of polarities.

AFFIRMATIONS

STRENGTHS
Persistent
Passion
Intuition
ELEMENT
Water
BIRTHSTONE
Topaz
METAL
Plutonium
COLOR

My desires and I are one. I yearn for joy and stability. I am balance.

Burgundy

I am clarity.

Maroon

HOW TO USE YOUR CHARM

FLOWERS

Having a Scorpio piece lets your emotional energy flow within you like
water. Never control this impetuous impulse. Let these waves find their
balance. Breathe deeply, chin held up, heart filled with love, and a smile
on your face. Repeat affirmations.

OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH
Be honest with your feelings and intentions. Work on rejoicing for
the happiness of others, as well as finding emotional equilibrium, and
understanding the impact emotions have on your body.

Blackthorn
Chrysanthemum
SPIRIT ANIMAL
Insects
CITIES
New Orleans
Washington
Newcastle

SAGITTARIUS
November 22December 21

STORY OF FIRE, THE ARCHER & JUPITER
In Sagittarius, its Fire element radiates through the cells, bringing flames
that burn our hearts and give us the invigorating heat of the Sun. It
is the energy of creation as it can be of destruction. It is enthusiasm,
life, and power. Guided by Jupiter, the ruler of the heavens, guardian of
good fortune, optimism, expansion and abundance in roman mythology.
Symbolized by the Archer, Sagittarius is straightforward, ambitious, an
outdoor lover and a pursuer of dreams. The power of the Sun brings
abundance to your life, you are courageous and a tenacious fighter of
your personal aspirations.

STRENGTHS
Optimistic
Ambitious
Energetic
ELEMENT
Fire
BIRTHSTONE
Turquoise
METAL

AFFIRMATIONS

Tin

I recognize and value my strengths. I am abundance. I can perceive what

COLOR

the Universe intends of me.

Purple

HOW TO USE YOUR CHARM

FLOWERS

Breathe deeply imagine taking energy from the Sun; flames will reach
every cell of your body. This is the energy that flows throughout the
Universe, this heat will also energize your Sagittarius piece. Hold it in
your hands and the universal energy will be transmitted to your body,
giving you corporal and emotional strength. Repeat affirmations.

Narcissus

OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH

CITIES

Work on appreciating what life has given you, value the worth of others,
think before you speak.

Budapest

Dandelion
SPIRIT ANIMAL
Horse

Acapulco
Toledo

CAPRICORN
December 22January 20

STORY OF EARTH, THE GOAT & SATURN
Earth, Capricorn’s element, is Mother Nature, the fertile soil giving birth
to all living things. Symbolizing material awareness, corporal sensation,
growth, and the manifestation of matter. It is everything that is real and
concrete. Saturn, the Roman god of discipline, responsibility, restriction,
and limitation. Like the Goat, Capricorns are strong-willed, capable of
overcoming obstacles with their stable and determined steps forward;
they must climb high regardless of the unfavorable conditions. Saturn, the
Earth element, and the Goat coming together give birth to a determined,
sometimes stubborn Capricorn. When Capricorns makes up their mind,
nothing and no one can change the direction taken.

STRENGTHS
Discipline
Determined
Steady
ELEMENT
Earth
BIRTHSTONE
Garnet
METAL
Lead

AFFIRMATIONS

COLOR

I make the best of every moment. I am strong and successful. I pursue

Dark Green

my passions.

Brown
FLOWERS

HOW TO USE YOUR CHARM
Standing firmly with two feet on the ground, allow the earthy energy
implanted in your piece that represents who you are, flow through you.
It will give you the courage to walk tall and proud at the rhythm of your
beautiful and brave heart. Repeat affirmations.

Carnation
Ivy
SPIRIT ANIMAL
Goat
CITIES

OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH

Brussels

Work on your empathy, emotional assertiveness, love, and intimacy.

Montreal

Chicago

AQUARIUS
January 21February 19

STORY OF AIR, THE WATER BEARER, URANUS
As an Air sign, Aquarius represents breath, growth, knowledge, and
communication. Uranus, the zodiac’s ruling planet, considered by the
Romans as the first god and ruler of the Universe. It represents change,
the unexpected and unique. The Water Bearer is a giver of life and truth;
these are Uranus’ gifts to the world. Given the power of the Air, Uranus
and the Water Bearer, Aquarius natives are carriers of the truth, they
speak with veracity; unafraid to reveal what they know and feel. They
are universal fighters seeking a better world.

AFFIRMATIONS
I am conscious of my strengths. My strengths will be used to my favor

STRENGTHS
Imagination
Inspiring
Independent
ELEMENT
Air
BIRTHSTONE
Amethyst
METAL
Uranium

and to that of the Universe. I am knowledge and progress. I allow myself

COLOR

to expand.

Electric Blue

HOW TO USE YOUR CHARM

FLOWERS

Fill your lungs with air, place yourself in the present. Visualize the energy
of the Aquarius piece flowing through you. It gives you the strength
to stand up for yourself and do your creeds. Think of your value and
uniqueness to the universe. Let it expand. Repeat affirmations.

Orchid
Fruit Tree
SPIRIT ANIMAL
Large Birds

OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH

CITIES

Work on your strong disapprovals and anxieties. Be flexible and avoid
unnecessary arguments, see the importance of protecting your energy.

Moscow

Stockholm
Buenos Aires

PISCES
February 20March 20

STORY OF WATER, TWO FISHES & NEPTUNE
Water is the element of Pisces, the magnificent bearer of life. Linked
to the realm of feelings, emotions, and intuitions. The flow of water
makes native Pisces passionate and warm-hearted. Pisces may be
suspicious at first sight, but if their trust is won, they become the most
loyal companions in the journey of life. Neptune the ancient god of the
sea brings to Pisces illusion, mystery, deception, and intuition. Pisces is
represented by the Two Fishes Intertwined in opposite directions. Like
the deep ocean, they treasure deep secret emotions and dreams, which
are prompt to change due to their dominating polarity. They make great
artists and loving human beings.

AFFIRMATIONS

STRENGTHS
Compassion
Intuitive
Receptive
ELEMENT
WATER
BIRTHSTONE
Aquamarine
METAL
Plutonium
COLOR

I believe in myself; this gives me balance and strength. The Universe is

Pale Green

my guardian and I fully trust its energy. I rejoice in taking part of the

Turquoise

actual moment, leaving the past behind.
FLOWERS

HOW TO USE YOUR CHARM

Water Lily

Take three deep breaths. With your Pisces charm in between your
fingers, picture understanding the knowledge of the Universe flowing
through you like water. This accepting energy helps you balance your
emotions. Repeat affirmations.

Fig

OPPORTUNITY FOR GROWTH

CITIES

Work on your stability, balance, sticking to reality rather than assumptions,
avoid idealizing people and situations, live in the present.

Seville

SPIRIT ANIMAL
Fish

Dublin
Casa Blanca
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